Master Key Terminology
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What is a Master Key?

What is a Grand Master Key?
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A main key which opens all locks.

A main key which is above master key and able to open all locks.
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What is Key Alike?
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An individual key which opens all locks.
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What is a Construction Key?
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A main key/individual key which opens all locks but once the owner key will be used
to open the lock, the main key/individual key are no more able to use anymore.
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What is a Common lock?
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A lock which is able to be opened by
different individual keys.
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What is Keyed To Differ?
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An individual key which openes it‘s own individual lock only.
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How to reorder?
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Check your Master Key System Number
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On both, keys and locks customer can see the system number e.g. “HTHxxxxx”.
This system number specifies the master key system, every master key system will
have their own individual system number. With this system number the customer is
able to find the configuration of their master key, how many locks are created in this
system, how many grand master keys/master keys existing and which kind of lock it
is. These information are stored in our key management system which is linked with
the system number.
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Check your Security Card

With every PSM system customer will get a security card. This security card is
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necessary to be submitted whenever a customer wishes to copy keys or add
more locks to their master key system. By this function customer can make sure
that no one besides of the customer can copy the key or can do any kind of
changes in the master key system.
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Inform our Sales representatives
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In case customer would like to copy keys or add more locks to their
master key system, just provide the master key system number and
the security card to our sales representatives and place your request.
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Master Key System
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PSM (PSM System)
PSM system is our highest level of mechanical locking security which is currently available.
This system is suitable for complex configured plan such as big projects or project which
includes many floors where an authority level in keying system is necessary.
Häfele Thailand guarantees for this master key system by security card that no any
unauthorized person can produce this cylinder or provide keys except of Häfele Thailand.
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• PSM system is rich in variation with a multitude of different possible keyways,
able to create under both, master key and grand master key.
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• PSM system is available with 5 pins tumbler and keys made of nickel
silver coloured.
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• Unauthorized ordering of replacement cylinders or keys of PSM system is
prevented by a security card and signature. The security card contains the
project name, master key number and date of purchase. For every additional
order use the security card only.
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• Anti-picking device complying with DIN 18252, developed a special form with
2 mushroom housing pins.
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• Guide groove runs over the entire cylinder core ensures complete power
transfer of key turns and prevents key breaking.
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• With key management system, Häfele Thailand keeps the record of each master key system to their
data base. If customer needs to add more locks or copy keys, just need to provide the system number
and security card to the sales representatives.
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• Fully automatic cutting machine, self-assembly and testing ensures quality control and reduces the production lead time.
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• The first core pin is made of hardened steel for anti-drilling purpose.
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Why Master Key?
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I feel safe! “Security”
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Absolute key control: Key blanks are not available in the market.
Additional keys can only be ordered upon presentation of security
card. This prevents from unauthorized duplication of keys. The
clear allocation of individual keys to defined persons who enhances
the security significantly.
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It’s so simple! “Convenience”
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Instead of many keys, only one key is needed for all doors that a given
person is permitted to open.
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Well organized! “Hierarchy”
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A master key system can also be used to design processes within
an organization. The corporate hierarchy can be translated into
access authorizations.
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Service & Maintenance
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I have a problem and I can not open my lock!
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The very basic reason which makes your lock not proper working is an unappropriated installation. Some cases are found by
external factors e.g. chemical compounds in the lock hole, using wrong key to open the lock, try to open the lock without key.
Do not worry in case you can not open your lock. Try to check your key again, remove and insert back to the lock. Check the way
how to insert the key into the lock as well, either upward-downward-horizontal.
If your lock still can not be opened even after above efforts please contact our sales representative for further professional support.
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